
Crafting Stories Through Design
We are Samuelov Studio, a British-Israeli architecture and interior 
design firm that specializes in crafting iconic, soulful, and 
extraordinary spaces for offices and retail environments.

 Since our establishment in 2010, we have planned hundreds of 
thousands of square meters across the globe, designing work 
environments, retail spaces, and entertainment venues of all shapes 
and sizes.

Our approach epitomizes sophistication and insight, demonstrating 
unparalleled professionalism in every facet and selection process.

This dedication creates invaluable assets for a diverse clientele, 
spanning international corporations, high-tech enterprises, 
traditional industries, large organizations, small businesses, and 
entrepreneurs. 

We take pride in overseeing projects from conceptual design to 
meticulous execution, ensuring attention to detail at every level.

Bara Herbs Concept Stores

Movieland 
Movieland is more than just a chain of movie theaters; it's a journey 
into the enchanting world of cinema in Israel and beyond. Our 
mission in designing Movieland's cinema complexes took us on a 
voyage through beloved films, iconic characters, and the essence 
of the ultimate cinematic experience.

Poleg Israel

Drom
The Drom store chain specializes in importing premium sleep 
systems from leading brands worldwide.

To convey the company's values and commitment to visual 
expression, we meticulously designed the display spaces with 
elements that reflect the brand's identity. 

Tobul Ceramics 
As we designed the showrooms for one of Israel's largest suppliers 
of tiles, coverings, and finishing products, we aimed to reflect its 
distinctive design vision. We opted for a captivating focal point, 
integrating a dynamic display showcasing Tobul's diverse range of 
products. 
 

Klil 

We craft engagement through Storytelling 
Your workspace is a canvas; we are here to tell its story.
Our designs reflect your company's values, culture, and 
aspirations, fostering an environment that sparks creativity and 
forward-thinking.
 
We empower the legacy of your brand
Together, we sculpt a narrative that captivates, inspires, and 
leaves an indelible mark on the hearts of your audience.

Please schedule a complimentary meeting for further details, 
examples, recommendations, and advice.

Why us?
We believe in the power 
of User Experience
Our interiors prioritize the user journey, crafting 
a seamless and enriching experience that not 
only impresses but also ignites innovation, 
productivity, and collaboration.

Visit our website>>

Harakevet 22, Tel Aviv  6618301
studio@samuelov.com | 03-6773000

Visit our website
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Klil, Israel's premier aluminum brand, asked us to translate its 
brand narrative into an immersive user experience.
 
Our design approach for their showroom seamlessly combines 
indoor and outdoor elements, reminiscent of the transition 
between home and its surroundings. Through a carefully curated 
flow of doors, showcases, and windows, we invite visitors on a 
captivating journey through stone floors, lush vegetation, and 
ample natural light, creating an experiential space that is both 
engaging and enjoyable.

Bara Herbs is dedicated to promoting health through pure, 
high-quality medicinal plants. 

Our mission was to create boutique stores embody Bara Herbs' 
vision of utilizing nature's healing powers to enhance human 
health.

We employed natural materials, earthy colors, and soft lighting to 
achieve this.
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https://www.samuelov.com/
https://www.instagram.com/studiosamuelov
https://www.facebook.com/samuelovstudio

